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Abstract
Gradient boosting (GB) is a popular methodology used to solve prediction prob-
lems through minimization of a differentiable loss function, L. GB is especially
performant in low and medium dimensional problems. This paper presents a
simple adjustment to GB motivated in part by artificial neural networks (ANNs).
Specifically, our adjustment inserts a square or rectangular matrix multiplication
between the output of a GB model and the loss, L. This allows the output of a
GB model to have increased dimension prior to being fed into the loss and is thus
"wider" than standard GB implementations. We provide performance comparisons
on several publicly available datasets. Wide Boosting outperforms standard GB in
every dataset we try.
1 Introduction
Gradient Boosting (GB), first discussed in general in [7], is a popular methodology to build prediction
models. Specifically, GB finds a function, f , restricted to a class of functions, F , that attempts to
minimize
L(Y, f(X)) (1)
for L a differentiable loss function and Y ∈ Rn×d and X ∈ Rn×p and f(x) ∈ Rn×q. For the most
common L, q = d. Gradient Boosting accomplishes this by composing f out of additive, iterative
adjustments, ai. f0 can be initialized to be a constant function. Then
fi+1 = fi + ηiai (2)
where ηi is a scalar and ai approximates or is otherwise related to −∂L(Y,fi(X))∂fi(X) (thus GB can be
viewed as a kind of gradient descent in function space).
[4] tabulated results from a prediction competition website, Kaggle, and found around 60% of winning
solutions posted in 2015 used a particular software package implementing GB, XGBoost [4]. In
a review of the 2015 KDD Cup, [2] further remarks on the effective and popular use of XGBoost
in that competition. Since 2015, other software packages relying on GB have been developed and
open-sourced by researchers at Microsoft (LightGBM [11]) and Yandex (CatBoost [6]).
In this paper, we develop a method that generalizes standard GB frameworks. This method introduces
a matrix multiplication after f(X) so that the output dimension of f(X), q, can be arbitrary. In our
numerical experiments (Section 4), we find letting f(X) have an output dimension larger than its
dimension in a standard implementation leads to better prediction performance on every dataset we
test. For this reason, we have named the method Wide Boosting (WB).
As an alternative interpretation, Wide Boosting is exactly analogous to treating f(X) as the output
of the hidden layer in a dense, one-hidden-layer neural network. We believe this is the first work to
combine both a tree-based approach and a neural network approach in a single prediction model. The
success of this method to improve GB performance points to potentially more research areas where
nodes of computational networks have new structures and methods to fit them. As an additional
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example, [9] indicates that the weights in a feed-forward neural networks can be usefully fit using
boosting.
We have implemented Wide Boosting in a Python package, wideboost. Notably wideboost is able
to use existing GB packages as a backend; thus we can take advantage of the general improvements
in XGBoost, LightGBM, or CatBoost. Currently only the XGBoost backend is implemented for
wideboost.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews Gradient Boosting. Section 3 formally
introduces Wide Boosting, its parameters and necessary calculations. Section 4 reviews numerical
experiments using wideboost, investigating WB parameters and showing improved performance of
wideboost over XGBoost on a sample of public datasets.
2 Review of Gradient Boosting
Consider again (1) and (2). [7] fits ai to approximate the negative of the gradient, −∂L(Y,fi(X))∂fi(X) and
chooses ηi using a line-search (or via hessian considerations when L is a binary log-loss function).
Improvements on this methodology, most prominently in [4], use the hessian more generally and use
other regularizing strategies when fitting ai and ηi to improve speed, accuracy and out-of-sample
performance of the algorithm. Most commonly, the ai are tree models.
In a standard GB implementation, the output dimension of each fi(X) is equal to the dimension
of Y for regression and classification tasks; thus, f(X) ∈ Rn×d. For example, for multi-class
classification, Y can be thought of as the one-hot matrix indicating which of d options is the correct
label for each of the n samples and f(X) contains the associated logits. For a regression task,
Y ∈ Rn×1 and f(X) is just the vector of raw predictions. Wide boosting extends gradient boosting
by introducing a matrix multiplication that allows f(X) to have an arbitrary positive dimension.
3 Wide Boosting
Removing the requirement that f(X) must match the dimension of Y , we let f(X) ∈ Rn×q and let
β ∈ Rq×d. We fit f in attempt to minimize
L(Y, f(X)β). (3)
With this formulation, q is the output dimension of f(X), and β, using matrix multiplication, gives
f(X)β a dimension that matches Y .
If we think of β as part of the loss function, wide boosting is a form of gradient boosting and can
make use of existing theory and methods to find f . If L(Y, ·) is convex in its second argument,
L(Y, ·β) is convex also. This property further preserves some convergence properties of note in [8].
For major existing implementations of gradient boosting (XGBoost [4], LightGBM [11], CatBoost
[6]), wide boosting can be implemented by simply providing these frameworks with the right gradient
and hessian calculations. We give explicit calculations of gradients and hessians in Section 3.2.
3.1 Constructing β
It is possible that q < d, implying f(X) can be “narrower” than Y , but in our numerical experiments
in Section 4, we find that “narrow” f(X) under-performs standard Gradient Boosting. For classifica-
tion or regression tasks, we recommend q ≥ d, giving an f(X) that is possibly “wider” than Y . In
other applications, it might be preferable for q < d. For example, an auto-encoder application might
use q < d.
For q ≥ d, we test four different methods for constructing β, denoted β(I), β(In), β(R) and β(Rn).
β(R) and β(Rn) fill β with Uniform(0,1) random draws. β(Rn) also divides each column of β by
the column sum. This is done in attempt to separate β from the boosting learning rate, η.
To construct β(I) and β(In), let Id×d be the d-dimensional identity matrix. For both β(I) and β(In),
β is a row-concatenation of Id×d with U ∈ Rq−d×d, a matrix of Uniform(0,1) random draws. Thus
β(I) =
[
Id×d
U
]
.
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β(In) starts with β(I) and, like β(Rn), divides the columns of β(I) by their sum.
If q = d, β(I) is simply Id×d and wide boosting reduces to usual gradient boosting. If q > d, then
the first d columns of f(X) can be thought of as the usual gradient boosting predictions, and the
remaining columns represent additive adjustments to those predictions.
We do not explore estimating the elements of β in this paper. For example, β could be estimated
with any of several gradient descent methods (for example, Adam [12], RMSprop [15] or plain
gradient descent or stochastic gradient descent) or could even be estimated using a separate iteration
of boosting itself since linear functions can be fit using boosting [7].
3.2 Gradient and Hessian calculations
We provide gradient and hessian calculations for three popular loss functions used in boosting
applications: squared error for regression, log-loss for binary classification and multivariate log-loss
for multi-class classification. Where possible we write calculations involving the full X , f(X) and
Y matrices.
Regarding notation: the operation  is element-wise multiplication. We subscript matrices to refer to
specific elements. Univariate functions of a matrix are applied element-wise to the matrix. Writing
1a×b indicates the matrix of ones with shape (a, b). Since most boosting implementations deal with
element-wise second derivatives, we only provide those calculations here (not full hessian calculations
involving cross-terms).
3.2.1 Regression – Squared Error
Y ∈ Rn×1, f(X) ∈ Rn×q and β ∈ Rq×1.
L(Y, f(X)β) =
1
2
‖Y − f(X)β‖2
∂L
∂f(X)
= (f(X)β − Y )βT
∂2L
∂f(X)ij∂f(X)ij
= [1n×1(β  β)T ]ij
3.2.2 Binary Classification – Log-loss
Y ∈ {0, 1}n×1, f(X) ∈ Rn×q and β ∈ Rq×1
Let P ∈ Rn×1; Pi1 = exp[f(X)β]i1
1 + exp[f(X)β]i1
L(Y, f(X)β) = Y T log(P ) + (1− Y )T log(1− P )
∂L
∂f(X)
= (P − Y )βT
∂2L
∂f(X)ij∂f(X)ij
= [(P  (1− P ))(β  β)T ]ij
3.2.3 Multi-class Classification – Log-loss
Y ∈ {0, 1}n×d, f(X) ∈ Rn×q and β ∈ Rq×d
Let P ∈ Rn×d; Pij = exp[f(X)β]ij∑
k exp[f(X)β]ik
L(Y, f(X)β) = tr(Y log(P )T )
∂L
∂f(X)
= (P − Y )βT
∂2L
∂f(X)ij∂f(X)ij
= [P (β  β)T − (PβT  PβT )]ij
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4 Numerical Experiments
Our experiments are separated into two sections: (1) performance testing when q < d and (2)
comparing wide boosting (q ≥ d) and gradient boosting performance on several datasets. In all
our experiments we use the XGBoost Python package as the boosting implementation and use the
wideboost Python package to fit (3). wideboost simply wraps XGBoost and provides it with the
appropriate gradient and hessian calculations from Section 3.2.
4.1 Experiments: Performance when q < d
Let q < d and let β be filled with independent draws from a Uniform(0,1) distribution. We fit f to
two 10-class classification datasets, MNIST ([14]) and Fashion MNIST ([16]), and record error rates
for each boosting iteration. The trees in these experiments have a max-depth of 2 and the boosting
algorithm uses a learning rate of 0.1.
Figure 1
(a) Test error rates for differing q on the Fashion
MNIST dataset. Error rates improve as q increases.
Classical boosting (the bottom blue line) outper-
forms the fitted functions when β is filled with
random numbers and dimension q < d. Minimum
error rates for each q are reported in Table 1.
(b) Test error rates for differing q on the MNIST
dataset. Error rates improve as q increases. Like
Figure (1a), classical boosting (the bottom blue
line) outperforms the alternatives. Minimum error
rates for each q are reported in Table 1.
Minimum test error over 100 iterations
q Fashion MNIST MNIST
2 0.61 0.61
3 0.40 0.41
4 0.29 0.20
5 0.20 0.18
6 0.20 0.22
7 0.16 0.11
8 0.17 0.09
9 0.147 0.09
10 (β(I)) 0.142 0.069
Table 1: Classical boosting (β(I)) outperforms solutions to (3) when β is random and q < d.
On these datasets, “narrow” boosting underperforms standard gradient boosting. Following the
discussion in Section 3.1, we do not recommend q < d for regression or classification tasks.
4.2 Experiments: Performance when q ≥ d
The experiments in this section apply a hyperparameter optimization (as implemented in the
hyperopt Python package [3]) of Wide Boosting to several publicly available datasets. For the first
set of experiments, q ≥ d; thus the hyperparameter optimization can choose standard Gradient Boost-
ing as the best algorithm. The first set of experiments shows Wide Boosting consistently outperforms
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standard Gradient Boosting across each dataset we examine. The second set of experiments restricts
q = d and β = β(I) (thus Wide Boosting in this set of experiments is equivalent to standard Gradient
Boosting). We use this second set of experiments to quantify the improvement of Wide Boosting over
Gradient Boosting.
In each experiment, we use the hyperopt package to attempt to find the lowest test loss over
100 different hyperparameter configurations. wideboost adds the β-type parameter (as discussed
in Section 3.1) and the width parameter, q, on top of hyperparameters used in XGBoost. After
splitting each dataset into a training and test set, we record the best test set performance for each
hyperparameter configuration. On two of our datasets (MNIST and Fashion MNIST), we limit
the number of boosting iterations at 20 for the sake of time. We use 100 boosting iterations on
all other datasets. Specific details and code can be found at https://github.com/mthorrell/
wideboost/tree/master/examples/paper_examples.
4.2.1 Datasets
1. MNIST - A handwritten digit (0-9) recognition dataset [14]. Images are 28× 28 grayscale.
The metric we compare is classification error rate.
2. Fashion MNIST - A clothing recognition dataset [16]. The metric we compare is classifica-
tion error rate.
3. Titanic - A dataset of passengers on the Titanic. The task is to predict survivors of the disaster
based on available passenger information [10]. The metric we compare is classification error
rate.
4. Digits - A lower resolution handwritten digit (0-9) recognition dataset [1]. Images are 8× 8
grayscale. The metric we compare is classification error rate.
5. Adult - A census-based dataset. The task is to predict which individuals make more than
$50,000 [13]. The metric we compare is classification error rate.
6. Forest Fires - A dataset on forest fires in Portugal. The task is to predict the sizes of burned
areas [5]. The metric we compare is root mean squared error.
4.2.2 Results
Results of applying WB and GB to the six datasets listed above are in Table 2.
Dataset β type q WB GB % improvement
MNIST Rn 25 0.0205 0.0306 33%
Fashion MNIST Rn 24 0.1026 0.1159 11%
Titanic R 14 0.1603 0.1730 7%
Digits In 21 0.0074 0.0148 50%
Adult Rn 15 0.1225 0.1235 1%
Forest Fires In 5 20.07 25.45 21%
Table 2: After conducting a hyperparameter search using WB and GB, WB gives consistently
better performance. Notably, WB has better loss than GB on every dataset, and the hyperparameter
search chose larger values for q, indicating the extra dimensions when q > d indeed are driving the
performance gains.
In each dataset, the best performance (lowest metric) is given by WB. Importantly, the q chosen
as best is larger than 0, indicating that the general hyperparameter optimization routine hyperopt,
consistently chose WB over standard GB.
One datset, Forest Fires, exhibited some numerical instability for both WB and GB. The numbers
listed are the minumums achieved over five runs. If we look at the averages of these runs, WB
achieved an average RMSE of 39 and GB achieved an average RMSE of 58, giving WB a 32%
improvement over GB on this measure.
The β types picked by the hyperparameter optimization do not show a strong pattern. This indicates
that these four options, β(R), β(I), β(Rn) and β(In), may each need to be considered for general
applications.
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4.2.3 Notes
Since WB fits f(X) with multiple columns, it may take longer to fit than GB, depending on how
the backend fits functions with multi-dimensional outputs. For example, XGBoost fits separate trees
for each column; thus the iteration time increases linearly with q when using that package to fit WB
models.
While WB outperforms GB on each dataset, Deep Learning models outperform both WB and GB
on the MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets. Specifically Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
tend to perform better for those datasets. This may point to a limitation of tree-based methods in
high dimensional, computer vision settings. However, WB performance on the Digits dataset (a
lower dimensional vision problem) was quite good. I was unable to find a clear CNN benchmark to
compare WB to for that dataset.
5 Conclusion
Wide Boosting is a relatively simple generalization of Gradient Boosting. However, it produces
prediction models with consistently better metrics across several publicly available datasets. The
python package wideboost makes this method publicly available. Users of the popular package
XGBoost in particular may find benefit in using wideboost because wideboost currently wraps
XGBoost, by applying the gradient and hessian calculations in Section 3.2. Future work may
incorporate additional established boosting packages into wideboost and may explore fitting β to
further boost performance. Given that WB can also be thought of in a computational network or
Deep Learning context, there may be similar, useful network architectures that can take advantage
of Gradient Boosting or other powerful prediction methodologies not traditionally related to Deep
Learning.
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